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It is an undeniable fact that without Diana,
there would have been no Charity or
volunteers and very little animal welfare.
The animals of North Devon without their
guardian angel protecting and caring for
them, would have had a very different fate.
We are all very proud of Mrs Diana Lewis
BEM.

After a truly horrendously wet winter that
created so much hardship both to humans,
domestic animals, farm animals and wildlife,
we now look forward to a very late Easter
with hopefully much kinder weather
continuing into the summer.
The New Year started for us with great
excitement when Diana was awarded the
British Empire Medal in the New Year’s
Honours List for her years of animal welfare
work. Diana, in her usual modest manner,
was highly embarrassed at the notoriety
and down played her achievement wishing
to contribute it to the Charity and team of
volunteers.

Due to the numerous large storms and high
tides there have been a lot of marine wildlife
casualties and Mick has burnt a track up
the link road and motorway to West Hatch,
often late into the evening, with stranded
or abandoned seal pups, exhausted and
starving guillemots and even a blown off
course puffin and an auk.
Diana, often with Pauline’s assistance, also
has been rushed off her feet with rescues of
hedgehogs (washed out of their hibernation),
birds of prey (buffeted by the rain and winds)
and, stray sheep and pigs! All these in
addition to the daily calls of help in respect of
domestic animals have made for some very
long, cold and wet days.
None of this would have been possible
without the wonderful back-up and support

Fly away Peter, Fly away Paul !
The call came in two weeks prior to Christmas
from the owner of a large four storey high
semi-derelict old property in Torrington. The
owner had planning permission to renovate
the premises into residential properties, but
since securing all the broken windows and
doors he had been unable to evict all the
resident pigeons that had made it their home
for the past nine years. Could we help?
Since it is very unusual for anyone to bother
with poor old wild pigeons in any context,
especially when large amounts of financial
gain are in the offering, we agreed to take a
look at the situation. Certainly the poor things
could not be left in situ to starve to death.
The owner gave the security codes to get
in and I collected Pauline to accompany
me on the first of what turned out to be 23

Front cover:
NDAA Founder Diana Lewis collects her
much deserved British Empire Medal
(BEM) supported, as always, by
husband Mick.
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visits in all. As we entered the huge building
our hearts sank. Wooden ladders and old
broken staircases soared upwards in semidarkness. As we made our way upwards
we could hear the cooing from above and
were greeted by approximately 40 pigeons
sitting high in the rafters 30 foot above us.
The floors, which had huge holes in them,
were covered in inches (in some places over
a foot) of droppings and the squeaking of
baby pigeons still in their cold nests could be
heard from the ledges above us and from the
floorboards.
Our first job was to collect warm boxes from
the ambulance and torches. For over an hour
we searched every ledge and cornice until
we were certain no babies were left. Then
we collected all the eggs yet to hatch. By
then darkness was falling and we needed to
come away and get the babies to safety. Mick
relieved us of them and yet another journey
to West Hatch was underway.
Our priority the following day was to return
with food and water for the adults and make
attempts to shoo them through a board
that we had removed from an old window.
Success was limited that day to six pigeons

Diana’s British Empire Medal
of the volunteers working their hardest in
the Special Care Unit, Misty Unit, Kennels and
Welfare Clinic, not forgetting the hard work
of the managers and volunteers of our three
charity shops in striving to help with the so
vital financial support. At the end of it all
our completely voluntary work would not be
possible without the generosity and support
of the people of North Devon.
Thank you all so very much.

Diana’s Team
being evicted before we had to replace the
board quickly as dozens of the old residents
came flying from roof-tops nearby to squat
once again in their old home.
For three weeks Pauline and I returned
on a basis of every other day, feeding and
ushering out those that came down from the
rafters for food and resisting the attempts
of others to gain access back in. This, due to
the horrendous weather conditions during
Christmas and just after, was very distressing
– to see the poor bedraggled creatures on the
window ledges pecking at the windows to
get back into their old shelter. Finally the day
came when the building was empty and it
was with a very mixed feeling of success that
we left.
Yes, we had saved them from a slow
miserable death by starvation and yes, the
babies have a good future in the safe hands
of West Hatch, but how sad it was to see all
those poor little birds (literally well over 200)
all hunched up on the roof- tops around in
the pouring rain and wind wondering why
they couldn’t get back to their old home.
The moral of this? Please would owners of
buildings to be renovated or have change of
use, secure them before creatures are able to
take up residence.

Brave Decision
The car drew up at my gateway
and I was met by a distraught lady.
Her distress was not for herself, despite
the fact that she had very recently been
diagnosed as terminally ill and had only
three months to live, but for her little flock
of pet chickens and ducks. Could we find a
home where they could all stay together as
most of them were elderly and there would
be few eggs as a reward as some were over
10 years old.

The handing over was indeed heart breaking
as the boxes with their names, ages and
histories were exchanged and goodbyes said.
My concerns were equally for the sad little
flock, but also for the lady who looked so ill
and sad.
The actual homing was not difficult and you
will see from the photo that, despite the
lady’s distress, the chicks and ducks showed
no such emotion. The huge food bowl and
the soft hay beds along with a lovely fox

SUPER FUN DOG SHOW
To the Manor ‘Bone’
at Chambercombe Manor, Ilfracombe
Sunday 8th June 2014
Registrations from 12.00 noon
Prizes and Rosettes for all!
Tea Rooms and Manor House will be open
Schedules from 01271 862624
Email: chambercombemanor@btconnect.com

proof paddock saw to that. This meant that
we could show the lady photos and bring
a little peace of mind to a very brave lady
whose first priority in her deeply distressing
situation, had been to arrange the future of
her pets.

Forthcoming
Events 2014
3rd – 13th May
Pets at Home, Barnstaple
10th May
Mole Valley Farmers Pet Day
10-4pm
10th/11th May
Lynton & Barnstaple
Railway Gala
8th June
Chambercombe Manor
Fun Dog Show
12-4pm
7th September
NDAA Barbecue & Dog Show,
Pottington, Barnstaple
12-4pm
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A Courageous Decision
Although ‘Taw’ as he is called, was the most
amiable loving creature there were occasions
when carers found attending to John’s
needs were difficult if Taw felt they were
unwelcome. This was increased, as Taw was
certainly not getting the lifestyle he needed
or the exercise. Against every instinct John
made the courageous decision to give Taw
the life he deserved and so he contacted us. I
will not attempt to describe the collecting of
him, enough to say that I could hardly see the
lane through my tears as I drove away with
Taw whining in the back.

The week in November had been a difficult
one with call after call coming in for
unwanted animals to be taken away. Not
strays or homeless animals, but simply
unwanted ones. A cloud of gloom had
settled over all of us at the sheer callous
indifference of so many people. Christmas
was on the horizon, but where was the
kindness and goodwill. Then came a story to
break anyone’s heart. The voice of the man
on the end of the phone was sadder than the
usual, as he choked on his words pleading
with me to take his dog for re-homing.
John was a farmer who had suffered a
catastrophic farm accident leaving him a
total paraplegic. This middle aged man, who
had run a farm and very busy active life, was
now totally dependant 24 hours a day on
full-time carers for his every physical need.
His emotional life was tied to his beloved dog
a devoted Chesapeake Bay retriever. BUT –
The Care Company and Social Services had
decided that John’s high dependency needs
could not include care of his beloved dog as
well. So John was required to part with him.
John offered every option, he would have
kennels built outside, he would pay dog
walkers, anything not to lose the dog. I talked
at length to the officials concerned and
began to see the problems, especially when
I investigated the needs of the dog as well as
the owner.
A Chesapeake is a waterfowl retriever,
weighing in at 40 kilos. Despite being very
loving, gentle creatures, they are very much
a working dog needing hours of exercise,
as well as being retrievers they are used for
guarding the game or animals shot when
hunted in America.
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We had Taw castrated and then up to Chris
at the kennels he went. To begin with it was
no easy task for Chris and Jeanie. Taw was
confused and cross, but kindness combined
with loads of exercise and training soon
brought him round and he began to realise
that life was fun. We kept in touch with John
regularly updating him and assuring him that,
despite his distress and sadness, Taw was
recovering much quicker than he was.
All that was 5 months ago, Taw went from
strength to strength and the offers of a home
were many, for he truly is a very handsome
dog. But despite the home offers from kind
generous people, none proved suitable when
home checked. Taw was just not the sort of
dog that could go into a semi-detached in the
middle of town with a leisurely trot down to
the park.
As time went by we began to worry and then
out of the blue, through a long grapevine, we
were requested to do a home check for him in
Dorset. Mick sped off and on his return was
jubilant. Taw’s chance had come. The house
was in the middle of nowhere – a mile long
driveway and a huge house in the middle of
fields. The owner wanted a working wildfowl
retriever and was willing to give full training,
but at the same time the dog was to be a
family pet and look after the family in the
isolated location – Perfect. Two days later the
family came to Chris and took Taw home with
them.
Each day for two weeks my heart pounded
when I saw their number come up on my
phone – Would Taw be bouncing back to
us? Each phone call was better and better.
He had fitted in amazingly and was already
enthusiastically responding to training. They
were delighted with him and he with them.
Then came the best bit of all, phoning John
to tell him the end of the story. Well not the

Dog Dustbin Day
My name is Sky,
And I am 8 years old.
I have lived with my owner,
And can do as I’m told.
After a phone call,
Early one day.
A person came in a van,
And took me away.
I felt so scared and sad,
Why was I taken away?
I suppose it must be
Dog Dustbin Day.
Why do owners do this?
Is it just because they can?
There are no regulations,
Not even any plans.
We desperately need
More people to be,
Looking out for all pets
Especially ones like me.
My owner doesn’t want me,
I know to her I can be
Past my sell by date
Oh! Unlucky me!
I will be replaced,
By my owner I know.
By a lovely little puppy,
I was one long ago.
And in a few years time,
My replacement will be
Chucked out once again.
Just like me.
What did I do wrong?
To be thrown away.
Once again it must be
Dog Dustbin Day
Poem by Kay Johnson
end, for they have promised to keep in touch
and let him follow Taw’s progress along with
more of these wonderful photos.
Underlining our policy that it is not just
getting homes for these animals – it is getting
the RIGHT home, no matter how much it
takes.

Shadow
with a silver lining

Over the years I have grown used to hearing
panic stricken owners when their beloved pet
has met with some devastating accident; or
to calming mid-night callers in the midst of a
domestic crisis as pets are used as threats of
abuse; of people desperate to save a pet’s life
in a hopeless situation; of lonely sad people
having to part with beloved animals when
they are evicted or going into residential care.
I have learnt to listen and find ways that in
the main hopefully bring not always a happy
ending, but at least comfort to an owner and
a good outcome for the animal.
The night Shadow’s owner rang I knew
instantly from her quiet voice of true despair
that this was very important indeed. Shadow,
the little black cat, had come home the week
before limping and unhappy, but by the
following day her limp was better, although
she remained quieter than usual. A few days
later Shadow’s breathing became suddenly
very distressed and she collapsed, but her
owner had no money to get her to a Vet. It
was so very important that the little cat’s life
was saved because the lady’s partner, who
had recently died, had given her to the family
and for the three children to lose their little
pet in addition to this was just too much.
It is at times such as this that my gratitude
to all our supporters and fundraisers knows
no bounds and my prayers of thanks to you
all uncountable, for to have to say in these
situations “Sorry nothing we can do” would
be unimaginable.
As I made arrangements for the tiny cat to
be admitted immediately to Market Vets, I
prayed that things would be OK. Just hearing
the relief in the lady’s voice, because she
knew everything that was possible would be
done and she could tell her children, was a
comfort. In the days that followed Shadow’s
life hung by a thread, but once stabilized
enough to operate Kate proceeded with the
long, difficult and risky operation without
which Shadow could not survive.
Her whole diaphragm was split and most
of her internal intestines and organs had
been pushed up and through the split into
her chest cavity, suppressing her lungs and
causing other organs to fail. Somehow little
Shadow came through the operation, thanks
to Kate’s skill and Shadow’s courage. The

following weeks of hospitalisation and care
were touch and go, but visits, to stroke and
cuddle the little patient, by her family kept
everyone going. We had all done our best,
but now it was up to Shadow.
As we go to press you will see from the
photo of Bethany, Bradley and Aiden with
their beloved pet, that things are going very
well and all that remains is to repair the hip
fracture which was the least of Shadow’s
problems. This will be completed in the
coming weeks.
From this little story you will see what an
amazing network and team of people there is
out there in North Devon working for animal
welfare. I can take that initial call for help, but
then we need:
A dedicated team of vets and vet nurses
willing to respond to our many nighttime
and unsocial calls.
Devoted volunteers to nurse animals
through without the huge costs of
hospitalisation.
The huge hard working job of fund raising.
The unstinting work behind the scenes of
running the charity by the trustees.
The loyalty of all our supporters.
And finally, a wonderful bonus to this story –
when I met the little family to take the photo
of Shadow, the children tore at my heart
with their thanks and the news that they had
asked permission from their schools to bake
and sell cakes at Easter to raise money for our
charity for other little animals that need help,
and for Kate the vet they had made a lovely
card.

Easy come, easy go
And in direct contrast to the
above story of Shadow and
her family:
The lady rang to request that we come and
take ‘Tizer’ into our care as at 15 years old he
was ‘LAZY’!! All he did was sleep and eat and
was no ‘fun’ for the children anymore and
they planned to get a kitten instead.
At 15 years, although ‘lazy’ (what else could
one expect of an elderly arthritic old cat) Tizer
was gentle and loving and wanted nothing
more than a little kindness, a warm bed and
his little dish filled twice a day - seemingly
the perfect pet. However, to expect anyone
to re-home him was a difficult call as it would
obviously not be a long-term commitment
and for anyone to get emotionally attached
on that basis is a hard one. So Tizer will stay
with us at NDAA for the rest of his life, loved
and cared for and giving affection and purrs
in return.
What is the lesson and legacy to the children
who now believe it is fine to discard anything
once it is old and no more fun? A sad attitude
that may one day rebound on the people
who taught that lesson.

Not only has Shadow benefited, but also we
all have, for three lovely children and their
mum have learnt that people will always
be there to help and that they too can give
help in return. That is what I call a good
outcome!
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roadside, as cannot the deer attacked by a
dog with its leg torn to pieces.Someone has
to deal with these poor creatures in addition
to those in that long and awful category of
‘Healthy/Unwanted’.

In my report for the newsletter
and my column in the North
Devon Journal, I try very
very hard to be positive and
especially to do a report that will
in no way worry or distress any
reader. This time I am finding it
extremely hard.
Our small charity is at saturation point with all
species of creatures. The numbers of tragic
and desperate stories coming in only seem
to escalate on a daily basis and the workload
to increase for all of us. Our homing units
are full, our Special Care Unit for the sick
and injured is at capacity, our volunteers are
marvellous but continually overworked and
our vet bills are frightening.
People say to us “can’t you get another
ambulance on the road?” Suppose we did,
bearing in mind that we already have two
vehicles (the ambulance and Mick with his
own private car) often for a 12 hour day; if we
had a third all it would mean is that we would
collect even more animals. But what would
we do with them once collected? We’d then
need more facilities and more money to care
for them and treat them. We have to know
our limitations and restrict our resources to
those most needy.
One way that is proving most successful of all
is our weekly Clinic on a Friday. By providing
veterinary treatment on a donation basis,
for animals that are sick, to those unable to
afford full veterinary bills, we are enabling
people who would have to perhaps give up
their animals, to treat and keep them. This
way we do not have to take them on, treat
and find new homes for them, thus leaving
us free to take into care only those that are
homeless. Quite how we managed prior to
the Clinic I do not know.

Diana’s
Report
lonely for a loving home, where they can give
and receive the unconditional love that all
animals are willing, given the chance, to give
and receive.
The taking of those phone calls, day after day,
by Pauline, Chris and Julia and myself, then
prioritising the most desperate, is a huge
responsibility over which we all lose a lot of
sleep. The needs of the little cat left behind
when relatives cleaned out the house of a
deceased owner cannot be delayed, but that
means another animal is put back and we are
left with the worry of that. The night time call
from the desperate owner whose little dog
has collapsed and is haemorrhaging, but has
no money or transport, cannot be ignored.
The late evening call for the RTA cat with
no known owner, cannot be left lying at the

So in addition to all the good and happy
stories you will be reading within these
pages, can you please remember its not
ALL like that and be patient when we can’t
answer your call for awhile. We are far too
small a charity to ever have that awful “Your
call is important to us” type of message
and we will respond, but remember it is all
about prioritising and the animals’ needs will
always come first.
Over December, Christmas and the New Year
we truly thought we wouldn’t be able to
cope, there was an unprecedented number
of unwanted older dogs and cats as people
got rid of them ready for their new puppies
and kittens. (I am sure you are gasping
with horror, but we are so used to it now we
cannot even be shocked anymore.)
Then there was the panic that we might
be flooded by the “surges”. Yet of course
everyone set to with all hands on deck
and we not only got through, we achieved
miracles with the volunteers showing an
incredible stamina, love and commitment
and the animals all having their promised
Christmas tree and stockings full of goodies.
We are so very very lucky to have such an
incredible backup of volunteers, fund raisers,
supporters and you the people reading this.
Thank you so very very much.

Diana & The Animals

One way that you, the reader, can help is by
coming to us when you have decided to take
on a pet. We have so many cats, dogs, rabbits,
etc., etc., perhaps it would be easier to list
the species we do NOT have available. All
of them are health checked by the Vets and
neutered; vaccination and micro-chipping
services are available.
Some are just as my logbook records:
‘Healthy/Unwanted’. How heart breaking is
that category? Some are much loved elderly
animals whose owners have died or gone into
residential care. Some have dreadful histories
that we would not wish to put in print. All are
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Happily rehomed!

Saffron’s Story ...
There never was a truer saying
than “A picture is worth a
thousand words”
Saffron first came to us as a temporary
resident when her owner was hospitalised.
Saffron’s stay was of months rather than
weeks and during the stay she became
increasingly socialized. For due to the lady
owner’s disability of many years, Saffron had
led a very narrow and un-doglike existence.
Only rarely had she gone for a walk with a
kindly neighbour and when she was let into
the garden it was only on an extending lead
for short periods. Although loved by her
owner the contact was limited by the owner’s
severe disability.
In our Special Care Unit Saffron began to
look forward to her long walks with Jeff on
the Tarka Trail and to all the fuss and love
lavished on her by the volunteers. In addition
to this she began to play with other dogs and
interact in doggy ways.
When Saffron’s owner was discharged from
hospital we were very concerned for both
owner and her difficulty coping and for
Saffron going home to her very restricted
lifestyle. So we kept in touch. It was then
that fate took a hand, for the owner became

Shops Update ...
The three shops continue to bring in a
steady income for the Charity thanks to the
enthusiastic volunteers who donate their
time. It has been decided, in an endeavour
to have a closer relationship between the
shops, to exchange goods that don’t sell in
one that might sell in another location and to
have a general set of guidelines applicable to
all three shops. To implement these changes
Kay Johnson (who has streamlined the SCU
to run so smoothly) has relinquished her
duties there and taken on the overseeing of
the shops to work in close harmony with the
individual managers.
It is felt that there is more potential in all the
shops to be fully taken advantage of and new
volunteers might well have fresh ideas to
offer. Our existing volunteers do a fantastic
job in the shops, but extra hands are always
welcome, especially if it means we can extend
our opening hours.

very ill once again and was readmitted to
hospital. After visiting the owner in hospital
and showing her photos of Saffron’s different
lifestyle and of the future we could offer if we
re-homed her, the owner put Saffron’s future
before her own feelings and very bravely
signed her over to us for re-homing.
Saffron was with us for a few weeks more
before the right home came along. Norah
had lost her beloved old German Sheppard
a few weeks previously. The house was an
empty shell without him. Walks alone had no
joy anymore; there was no one to complain to
about the weather, no one to share the cosy
nights by the roaring fire.
It was then that our Anne (of the kitten
fostering) happened to tell Norah the story
of dear old Saffron’s less than ideal life.
Tentative suggestions, just ‘in case’, that a visit
and viewing were made and a home check
carried out
Diana visited and awarded a Gold Star on the
home check. Saffron visited and no dating
agency could have set up a better match.
Saffron now enjoys a true “Dog’s Life” with
beautiful walks over the moors and brings
all the joy of a true companion to Norah’s life
along with the friendship of dear Nutmeg, the
cat we re-homed to Norah some time ago.
As you can see from the adoring look on
Saffron’s face it’s a match made in heaven!

The window displays in all three shops have
been excellent and we look forward to their
Easter offerings. Sales have been held in the
shops to enable staff to make more room to
display the donations coming for the summer
season.
We cannot stress enough our thanks to the
volunteers for without them and their hard
work, the shops could not produce the
income necessary to help our continued
animal welfare work. Thank you all so much!

The Bideford Shop
After being closed for two weeks for
refurbishment and then another four weeks
due to a flood, the Bideford shop finally
reopened in September last year. Regular
customers were glad to see us open again
and many commented that it was really
bright and airy and how nice it was to have
space to get around.
We started off opening for three days and as

100 Club Winners
Here are the 100 Club results for September
2013 to March 2014. Congratulations to all
our lucky winners!
September 2013 No. 34 - Mrs V Mold
October 2013 No.65 - Mrs R Steward
November 2013 No.36 - Mrs J Menday
December 2013 No.21- Mr & Mrs R Fallis
January 2014 No.27 - Mr C Ireland
February 2014 No.43 - Mrs L Watson
March 2014 No. 18 - Mrs C Chart

our great team of volunteers steadily grew we
managed to raise it up to five. Little did they
know what to expect, some have cleaned,
one plastered walls and did other DIY jobs
and most have sorted out bags of clothes and
books, books and more books! Every one of
them will tell you what fun we have and our
delight when something strange or unusual
is found in a box or bag. Anyone interested
in joining our happy team please ring 01237
479645.
We have been fortunate to receive lovely
donations - the most exciting being a
beautiful old-fashioned bicycle complete
with wicker basket. We would like to thank
all our customers for their support, for caring
so much about the charity and especially
for remembering us when sorting out their
donations, but just as importantly, for coming
into the shop for a natter, a laugh and off
course to buy all our lovely things!!
Looking forward to your continued support!

Mandy
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Stormy Rescues
Seal pup rescue has always been a regular part of
NDAA’s rescue regime. This year, however with the
massive storms along our North Devon coast, we have
dealt with a record number of these rescues.
At the height of the storms we had three
rescues in 24 hours. One of which was in
the pitch black at Ilfracombe when the pup
would almost certainly have been smashed to
pieces on the rocks by the massive waves but
for the help of David Williams, a 16 year old
Petroc student, and Gary Smith of Ilfracombe,
who devotedly stayed guarding the seal pup
for two and a half hours in ghastly weather
until Mick and I could complete another seal
rescue at Croyde.
In the third rescue during that 24 hours, Barry
and I raced to Putsborough where a young
man, Guillaume Le Fenne of Barnstaple, kept
the young white coat from being drowned by
the racing incoming tide as it was rolled and
battered by waves, whilst Barry and I ran back
across the bay, up 70 steps to the Ambulance
to fetch the special kennel used for rescues
and back down again to arrive just in time
before disaster overtook the pup and a very
wet and cold Guillaume.
I am always heartened by the wonderful
response from members of the public on
these occasions. People are only too willing
to help as long as there is somebody there
who will tell them what is needed and to
insure safety for themselves and the creature.
I am always only too glad of young strong
helpers, especially when it involves carrying
25-30 kilos of seal in a great big kennel across
rocks and up 70+ steps!!

The outcome from these massive storms was
that we were up and down the motorway
to West Hatch RSPCA Wildlife Hospital on
an almost daily basis. We can do the rescue
and first aid, but these creatures need the
most specialist care, sometimes for months
at a time and a diet of 4 kilos a day each of
mackerel is hugely expensive. This year was
a record year of admissions with over 30
seal pups, so imagine that cost. The result,
however, is so very very rewarding as you will
see from the photos.
On the 24th March we went to Combe Martin
beach where, watched by a small crowd of
the public, we released three of the pups that
had gone to West Hatch back in the storms.
Seeing what had been 20-kilo pups covered
in wounds, dehydrated and starving, now
great shiny torpedoes of muscle anxious to
get to the now calm beautiful sea, brought a
choking lump to our throats. Out they came
from their lined up kennels, a quick word to
each other and they were off out into the
bay. Then a worried moment as they turned
to come back to shore realising that it was
in fact midday and their normal feed time at
West Hatch. But no the joy of freedom was
too much and they all did another U turn and
were off. Our job was done and we were left
on the beach wishing them God Speed and
many years of wonderful freedom.

Making their way to the sea

FREE - off they go!

Seagull Saga
The ever ongoing controversy over
the sea gulls continues to rage. Like
Marmite, they are either loved or hated.
In our opinion they are just another of the
world’s wildlife which has its place and is only
a problem when man interferes and which in
equal part has the same right to help when
it is put in a position of suffering, especially if
that is caused by humans.
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Mick and RSPCA West Hatch
get ready to release

In the main Gulls would not be any problem
to humans and would remain out on their
natural habitat – the cliffs, if we were not
actually encouraging them into our towns
and cities by deliberately feeding them
or providing perfect feeding ground with
discarded food and rubbish. Gulls are on
this earth as one of the natural scavengers,
they are programmed by nature for that
purpose. Don’t be surprised when they

respond. However, if their most natural food
in the sea is running short, due to man’s over
population, then we must expect them to
revert to their scavenger status and inhabit
the most lucrative source. All this is well
known and debated but remains a problem.
The only time that NDAA becomes involved
is when the Gulls are in actual trouble
and need either rescuing or are suffering.
Then they are treated exactly as any other
creatures. The netting erected on many
commercial premises is very effective if done
by professional companies who specialize in
this, thus preventing access for nesting. If,
however, it is not monitored for holes and
breaks it can cause untold suffering and
lingering death when birds become trapped
in broken netting.
Late on a March evening a call came in from
the Dilkusa Hotel, Ilfracombe. Their staff had
checked the netting (a procedure they do
every day) on the flat roof four stories up.
They were distressed to find that a pair of
gulls had become deeply entangled, not only
in the netting, but also in each other. Wings,
legs and bodies were all trapped together
and the more they struggled the deeper cut
the netting.

The massive storms that battered Britain
throughout the last part of 2013 and early
2014 kept us very busy in North Devon.
Although not hit nearly so badly as many
parts, our wildlife suffered considerably.
Along with our own local wildlife our
casualties sometimes came from surprisingly
far away, swept by vicious winds and tides, to
be found exhausted, bedraggled and in need
of our rescue and first aid and then RSPCA
West Hatch’s longer term specialist care.
The seal pups were especially at risk and
with the tidal surges and huge storms along
the coast, we carried out a record number of
rescues.
Sea birds took a huge battering with some
very unusual rescues. In addition to the daily
collection of battered Gulls, Cormorants,
Ducks, Gannets, etc., we were amazed and
saddened to find dozens of dead Puffins on
Croyde, Saunton and Putsborough beaches.
Happily we managed to rescue two live ones
which were rushed straight to West Hatch.
Along with the Puffins was a little Auk. This
was indeed a rarity – in fact a first – for the
little Auk should have been in Siberia and not
North Devon. The Guillemots and Razor Bills

When I arrived at 10 pm staff had waited
behind to accompany me up to the 3rd floor
then up a ladder through the hatch and
onto the flat roof area. They held the torch
as I gently cut free the Gulls and laid them
in the cage. It was then to our Special Care
Unit where I was able to get pain relief and
antibiotics for the night and then whisk them
to West Hatch the following morning. Their
wounds were treated and it was confirmed
that they were a pair (photo). They will
remain there until taken far far out onto a cliff
release site along with other Gulls.
It is worth remembering that Gulls live 20-25
years (if allowed) and mate for life. When one
of this pair became trapped the other almost
certainly tried to free it, thus also becoming
trapped.
It is all credit to the staff of the Dilkusa Hotel
that their discouragement of the Gulls does
not mean they are not compassionate and
caring when there is suffering and are willing
to obtain help. It was notable that night, as
we came through the hotel with the patients,
that all the guests were full of praise at the
kindness shown to the Gulls by the caring
staff.
It is not impossible to be practical and caring.

Wildlife Rescue
suffered oiling as well as storm exhaustion.
The oil was old oil churned up from the
seabed.
Not only the sea birds suffered, but also
Owls, both Tawny and Barn took a very
hard hit. Owls don’t cope well with winter
wet and quickly become waterlogged and
hypothermic. Hedgehogs and all hibernating
creatures were found everywhere either
dead, washed from their winter homes, or in
need of urgent help. We were very glad to
see the end of March and the relief it brought
weatherwise to both man and beast, for it
was not only people who lost their homes.
Even the creatures on high ground failed to
escape nature’s onslaught. The early kids
in the Valley of Rocks suffered hypothermia
from the unceasing wet. Born in January/
February they had little chance and a number
were found either next to dead mothers, or
simply cold and half dead. You can see from
the photo the difference a little warmth and
TLC will make.
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Clinic & Special Care Unit Update
With the Friday Clinic running smoothly and
with ever increasing need, under Angela
and Carol’s efficient management together
with Vet Heather Hammond and Market Vet’s
professional veterinary services, there is little
I need say other than to wonder what ever
happened previously to the large numbers of
truly desperate animals and their owners who
arrive at our door with sick or injured animals
as a last resort for help.

Farther Seal Tales
Sandy was a seal pup rare to the
North Devon Coast. Normally
“Common Seals” are found either
in the north of Scotland or on
the east coast of Norfolk.
Quite how Sandy came to be at Lee Bay near
Morthoe, nobody could guess, but in 2011
I collected her, weak, dehydrated and with
sores on her body and flippers. I transported
her to West Hatch where they declared it to
be the first ever Common Seal they had had.
Normally it’s the Grey Seal around North
Devon and the West Country. Sandy was
with them for many months recovering, but
eventually deemed well enough for release to
the wild.
Now all seal pups released from the RSPCA
are tagged for traceability, but it was no small
surprise when West Hatch were contacted in
2012 to be told that Sandy had once again
got herself into trouble and had become
entangled in wire two miles up an estuary
in Belgium. Rescued once again, treated
and released, everyone began to wonder if
Sandy thought she was a cat with 9 lives and
perhaps she should look in a mirror.
No more was heard of Sandy’s exploits until
2013 when she was seen sun bathing on
rocks in northern Brittany. Having checked
her tag and taken photos and recorded her
number, she was left to continue her 2013
holiday.
We are all now wondering where Sandy will
take her 2014 holiday.
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Not only do they receive the veterinary
advice and care from the professionals,
but also there is always a kind and gentle
word of sympathy and understanding from
the volunteer staff and a pat (and maybe
a treat) for the little patients. It is a huge
complement to all of those working at the
Clinic that our clients frequently return just
to give in a lovely card of thanks or a tin of
biscuits for them.
Our “Special Care Unit” lives up to its name
on a daily basis. Kay Johnson spent a
huge amount of time and effort in getting
everything running as a hospital combined
with care home, according to veterinary

and Health & Safety standards. The team of
volunteers (40+ of them) embraced all of this
with the dedication and kindness we have
come to recognise from them. It all runs so
well now that we have moved Kay and her
business acumen on to organising our shops.
Kay Barrow and Natasha have stepped in
with their previous experience of the SCU, to
manage and run the daily requirements of
the Unit together with Jeff, our very special
volunteer for the dogs. Jeff gives most of his
almost 7 days a week time to walk and care
for our sometimes difficult canine patients,
for which he seems always to calm situations
and remedy any problems.
Many of the patients that end up in the SCU
need very very dedicated care and kindness
in addition to their veterinary needs. Our
volunteers give this with unstinting devotion
and because of this we are able to send
animals, either home to grateful owners, or
re-home them to a new and better future.
Thank you all for so much.

Neutering

The NDAA has, as one of its primary policies,
neutering of all its homeable animals, plus
help for owned animals. We are as a charity
quite obsessive regarding this not only
because it limits the numbers of unwanted
litters and all the suffering this incurs to the
poor unwanted puppies and kittens given
irresponsibly to just anyone who will on
impulse give them temporary homes only to
pass them on again or cast them out, but also
to the un-neutered adults. This has a draining
effect on the females having litter after litter
together with the danger of difficult births
involving expensive vet bills and causes
dreadful fighting of the male cats.
The two photos are of terrible abscesses
inflicted by fighting tomcats. Both these
cats were owned and neither incident was

connected, but the treatment needed for
both cats was lengthy and expensive in
addition to the animals’ suffering. How much
better it would have been to ask for our help
initially and simply have them neutered, thus
sparing the poor creatures suffering.
Then there is the serious increase in the
number of dogs involved in dog fights,
again caused by aggression due to lack of
neutering. In addition to the dogs being
badly injured, there has been the problem
of owners endeavouring to part fighting
dogs only to end up being hospitalised as
well. When dogs are involved in a fight,
they are not selective as to where teeth are
embedded. It is dangerous for animal and
persons alike. So much of this can be avoided
simply by neutering.

This little pig
cried wee wee
wee all the
way home!
The day was already proving to be very busy
when the call came to attend a tiny rescued
piglet in the Holsworthy area. Having been
scooped from certain death at the roadside,
the lady had taken the terrified piglet home,
but was then at a loss. The various agencies
and charities she rang were unable to
offer assistance and all the local farms and
smallholdings in the area knew nothing.
In the end, after many futile phone calls,
Torridge District Council came up with my
phone number!!
“Just how small was the pig,” I asked? Oh
tiny was the reply. Now tiny is relevant to
each individual’s idea of tiny and I’ve been
told ‘TINY’ when something is 15 kilos. “Is it
spaniel size,” I asked? Oh no smaller than that.
Fine, it would be OK in the ambulance kennel
then.

Off went Barry to Holsworthy whilst I sorted
out veterinary checks and accommodation
for piggy in the NDAA horsebox. Straw and
bedding was collected from Pauline and
piggy pellets from Mole Valley.
As a grinning Barry drove into the Vets
my heart sank, just how big was ‘Tiny’
going to prove to be? The side kennel of
the ambulance was opened and my eyes
searched the interior, then came a tiny
squeaking and a little orange and black

Update on Senorita Small
Regular readers of our
newsletter may recall our recent
story where the so called ‘Micro’
piglet was sold to the South
Molton resident of a housing
association home.
A visit from housing officers found a Labrador
size piglet living in the sitting room and a

object, the size of a very small cat, snuffled
forward still wrapped in the fluffy blanket that
Barry had covered it with.
Veterinary examination found ‘ALBERT’ to
be a Kuni-Kuni piglet of about 3-4 weeks old
and certainly not old enough to be housed
in a horsebox or stable. He needed warmth
and regular feeds and a very knowledgeable
home that also had a proper legal Holding
Number.
Back on the phone and once again the call
is to Simon and Debbie at Lynton. (Regular
readers will remember our story of ‘Senorita
Small’.) Without missing a beat Debbie said,
“Fine bring him on up”. So as darkness fell
I found myself hugging tiny Albert and his
bottle and cuddly toys in a cosy kitchen as
Debbie put the kennel next to the Rayburn.
As a I drove home that night I reflected once
again on the network of amazing people we
have dotted all over North Devon, who as
soon as we call with a ‘HELP’, drop everything
and respond to the needs of these little
creatures. Without them our Charity could
not function and hundreds of animals
would suffer. Thank you, you are all more
appreciated than you will ever know.

distraught lady who just didn’t know what to
do. NDAA were called in and we were able to
re-home “Senorita Small” to a wonderful and
eminently more suitable piggy home.
At the time of going to press Miss Piggy
weighs in at 14 stone , I somehow think
that the sales description may come into
question by Trading Standards. However, we
are satisfied with the outcome of the story, as
also by the look of her is Senorita Small.
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Postal
Address:

Important Contact Numbers:
Diana Lewis Mobile : 07817 995751
Cat Rehoming:
Dog Rehoming:
Special Care Unit:
Treasurer:
Enquiries:
Animal Collection:

01271 323740
01271 860376
01643 831592
01643 831592
01598 753324
01598 740603

Mrs. Pauline Bussell, Chairperson
Mr. Chris Steer
Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Mrs. Anne Ashby
Mrs. Diana Lewis, Ambulance Driver

All correspondence to:
North Devon Animal Ambulance
c/o Market Veterinary Centre
River View Commercial Centre
Riverside Road, Pottington,
Barnstaple, Devon EX31 1QN

Donation Slip
Week by week and month by month our work continues. Can you make a regular donation that is secure funding for us?
Standing orders are a safe, cost effective and easy way to make a regular donation towards saving animals. Regular
monthly donations enable us to plan ahead and also respond rapidly to calls for assistance and help with rescuing
animals. If you already have a Standing Order with us - THANK YOU! If you would like to set one up please contact us.
If you are a standard tax payer please also complete the form below in full including your signature.
We can then reclaim the tax on your donation as Gift Aid (25p for every £1 donated).
I/We enclose a donation in the sum of £ ..................................... for the North Devon Animal Ambulance (please make cheques payable to NDAA)
First Name: .........................................................................................

Address: .............................................................................................

Surname: ............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................

Signed: ...............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Postcode: ...........................................................................................

Please tick this box if you are a standard tax payer and would like the charity to treat all donations that you make on,
or after the date above, as gift aid donations unless you notify us otherwise. Please note that you should notify the
charity if you do not pay an amount of tax at least equal to the tax deducted from your donations.

Monthly Standing Order Form
Please complete the form and send it to us at the address below. We will forward it to your bank.
TO THE MANAGER
Bank: ..................................................................................................

Branch: ...............................................................................................

Please arrange for the sum of: £...................................................
to be paid on the first day of each month from:

Account Holder(s): .........................................................................

Please start payments on: .............................................................

Signed: .........................................................................................

Account Number: ..........................................................................

Full Name: ....................................................................................
Please make payments to: 		 North Devon Animal Ambulance
		Bank: Santander UK plc Account No: 06316158
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